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Abstract
Image matching approaches have been widely used
in computer vision applications in which the image-level
matching performance of matchers is critical. However,
it has not been well investigated by previous works which
place more emphases on evaluating local features. To this
end, we present a uniform benchmark with novel evalua-
tion metrics and a large-scale dataset for evaluating the
overall performance of image matching methods. The pro-
posed metrics are application-oriented as they emphasize
application requirements for matchers. The dataset con-
tains two portions for benchmarking video frame matching
and unordered image matching separately, where each por-
tion consists of real-world image sequences and each se-
quence has a specific attribute. Subsequently, we carry out
a comprehensive performance evaluation of different state-
of-the-art methods and conduct in-depth analyses regarding
various aspects such as application requirements, matching
types, and data diversity. Moreover, we shed light on how
to choose appropriate approaches for different applications
based on empirical results and analyses. Conclusions in
this benchmark can be used as general guidelines to design
practical matching systems and also advocate potential fu-
ture research directions in this field.
1. Introduction
Image matching is one of the most fundamental and
active research areas in computer vision community. It
has been widely used in many vision applications such as
Structure-from-Motion [43, 49, 46, 42], Visual SLAM [14,
22, 15, 36], and Object Retrieval [38, 39, 4]. We argue that
the image-level matching performance is critical in these
application because it is directly related to the performance
of entire systems. In this field, however, existing bench-
marks [31, 30, 33, 32, 6] overemphasize feature design
while ignore the overall matching performance in the sense
of robustness, accuracy, sufficiency, and efficiency. To ad-
dress this, we present a uniform benchmark with new eval-
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Figure 1. The pipeline of image matching. Existing evaluation pro-
tocols overemphasize feature design but ignore the performance
of image-level matching, while the latter is critical for many vi-
sion and robotics tasks. To address this, this paper presents an
application-oriented benchmark for evaluating the overall perfor-
mance of feature matchers.
uation metrics and a large dataset for evaluating the image-
level matching performance of feature matchers in this pa-
per.
The benchmark is application-oriented because the eval-
uation metrics are designed based on application require-
ments for matching methods. The proposed dataset includes
two portions, video frames portion and unordered images
portion, for benchmarking algorithms in terms of different
tasks. Each portion consists of several real-world image se-
quences which are collected from widespread SLAM and
Structure-from-Motion datasets [44, 45, 16] that cover var-
ious scene types, including indoor scenes, outdoor scenes,
non-planar objects, urban buildings, and street views shown
in Fig 2. For better evaluation and analysis of the strength
and weakness of matching approaches, we categorize im-
age sequences by annotating them with different attributes
shown in Tab 1. Although these images are selected from
existing datasets, this work adds value to existing literature
in a significant manner by providing a uniform benchmark
dataset upon choosing proper image sequences to cover suf-
ficient scene types and constructing image pairs for different
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tasks. Moreover, we make the dataset extensible by provid-
ing easy-to-use tools which enable converting many well-
known datasets to image sequences in our format.
An extensive performance evaluation of state-of-the-art
matchers is conducted on the benchmark. Based on exper-
imental results, we make a broad analysis for matchers re-
specting application requirements, matching types, and data
diversity. Furthermore, we shed light upon how to choose
appropriate approaches for different applications according
to conducted analyses. This encourages practitioners to de-
sign practical image matching systems and spark new ideas
for better matching performance. Finally, evaluation codes
as well as experimental data will be released for research
purposes upon the acceptance of the paper.
The contribution of this work is multi-fold:
• Application-oriented metrics: We propose novel eval-
uation metrics based on application requirements for
feature matchers, involving robustness, accuracy, suf-
ficiency, and efficiency.
• Public available dataset: We provide a large and ex-
tensible dataset for carefully evaluating image match-
ing algorithms which consists of real-world image se-
quences with different attributes and permits evalua-
tion for different problems.
• Performance evaluation: We carry out a comprehen-
sive performance evaluation of different state-of-the-
art feature matchers and conduct an in-depth analy-
sis based on empirical results. The conclusion can be
used as general guidelines to design practical image
matching systems and also advocates potential future
research directions in this field.
2. Image Matching
In this section, we overview image matching techniques
firstly, and then discuss the function of matching algorithms
in high-level applications.
2.1. The overview of image matching
The wealth of research in this area is such that we can-
not give an exhaustive review. Instead, we will focus on
describing the most important threads of research on fea-
ture detection, extraction, matching, correspondence selec-
tion and geometry verification in a typical image matching
pipeline as illustrated in Fig 1.
Feature detection and extraction. Detectors [17, 29, 28,
20, 47, 40] are proposed to discover where interest points
lie in images and descriptors [21, 27, 7, 48, 1, 23, 50] de-
scribe what are interest points in feature space in which
points viewing the same 3D location are similar. Both
techniques are essential in building correspondences be-
tween different views of an object or scene. Seminal fea-
tures which integrate the detection and extraction such as
SIFT [27], SURF [7], ORB [41], AKAZE [3], BRISK [23],
and KAZE [2] are widely used in this domain.
Nearest-neighbor matching. The matching builds corre-
spondence for each point among detected feature points by
finding the most similar one in other images. Many approx-
imated techniques are proposed to eliminate the high com-
putational cost of matching. For example, FLANN [35] is
able to find similar features efficiently in Euclidean space
by using K-D tree techniques. Therefore, it is often adopted
for matching non-binary features such as SIFT, SURF, and
KAZE. On the other hand, binary features, like BRISK,
ORB, and AKAZE, can be matched efficiently with Ham-
ming distance. Such brute-force matching can be acceler-
ated significantly with modern GPU hardwares.
Correspondence Selection. Nearest-neighbor matching
results in highly noisy correspondences, and thus using all
correspondences would degenerate the whole performance
of high-level computer vision tasks. A widespread approach
to select good correspondences is RATIO which recognizes
the distinctiveness of features by comparing the distance of
their two nearest neighbors. Correspondences built from
distinctive features whose distance ratio is below a thresh-
old (usually ranging from 0.6 to 0.8) are selected. RA-
TIO sees heavy use in Structure-from-Motion and other sys-
tems owing to its efficiency and effectiveness. Recently,
Gird-based Motion Statistics (GMS in short) [9] is proposed
to select correspondences by using the motion smoothness
constraint. AS efficient as RATIO, GMS provides an ultra-
robust correspondence system. Although our evaluation is
independent of the correspondence selection backbone, we
exclude several complicated techniques such as [24, 25] in
our setup because they are far away from real-time image
matching.
Geometry verification. The geometry between different
views of a scene can be represented by the Fundamental
matrix (or Essential matrix) or Homography [18]. The for-
mer is general for all types of 3D scenes while the latter is
only applicable to planar scenes. Given correspondences,
the geometry can be estimated by off-the-shelf pose estima-
tion algorithms [19, 37]. Often, RANSAC [11] techniques
which draw samples from progressively larger sets of top-
ranked correspondences for estimators are usually used to
guarantee a robust estimation. It searches for the best rela-
tive pose between images iteratively and removes outliers
that disobey the estimated geometry relation finally. We
name correspondences that pass the geometry verification
as verified correspondences in this paper.
2.2. The function of image matching
Image matching algorithms are employed in high-level
applications to discover correspondences between similar
images. The proposed correspondences, to the best of our
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knowledge, have three major functions:
Similarity measurement. The number of correspon-
dences between two images reflects the similarity of them
(or the probability of they viewing the same scene).
Geometry estimation. Correspondences can be used as
input data to estimate parameters of the geometry model
between images.
Data association. Correspondences permit point (or im-
age) registration because they identity the same locations
viewed in different images.
The function of measuring similarity enables a seri-
ous of applications, including Image Retrieval [13], Ob-
ject Retrieval [38, 39], Object Recognition [26], and Geo-
localization [5]. The function of geometry estimation
makes acquiring extrinsic parameters of the camera (cam-
era pose) possible. With the function of data associ-
ation, it provides a basis for many vision and robotics
systems such as Structure-from-Motion [42, 49, 43, 46],
SLAM [14, 36, 22, 15], Image Stitching [10], Visual Track-
ing [8], etc.
3. Benchmark
According to the function of image matching in applica-
tions described above, we analyze application requirements
for matching algorithms and propose evaluation metrics be-
low.
3.1. Application requirements
Although the requirement is problem dependent, we con-
tend the matching should be:
Robust. False matching degenerates the robustness of
high-level applications, for example, causing a track lost
in the navigation system, an incorrect image search, or a
wrong place recognition. Therefore, robustness is an essen-
tial requirement for matchers.
Accurate. The matching accuracy is critical in geometry-
based applications such as Structure-from-Motion. For in-
stance, coarse 3D models would be reconstructed if the
matching is not accurate enough.
Sufficient. Sufficient correspondences are of great impor-
tance in similarity-based applications due to the function of
measuring similarity mentioned above. Besides, inadequate
correspondences may cause incomplete image registration
(or 3D models fusion).
Fast. Efficiency is vital to most applications because
they are usually expected to perform at real-time speed or
process a large database. The critical speed requirement
makes many high-quality but slow matching algorithms in-
feasible in real-time applications.
3.2. Evaluation metrics
We propose SP as well as AP curves to measure the per-
formance of matching algorithms. Specifically, the former
reflects the robustness and accuracy of matching while the
latter responds the sufficiency requirement. Besides, the
consumption time of algorithms is considered.
Success ratio / Pose error thresholds (SP). SP curves
show the success ratio of matching with different pose error
thresholds. The success ratio is the percentage of correctly
matched ones in all pairs. The threshold is used to judge
the correctness of matching, in specific, a match would be
regarded as correct if its pose error with ground truth is be-
low the threshold. As the camera pose consists of a rota-
tion matrix and a translation vector, we use both rotational
error and translational error. Here, the rotational error is
defined as a single angle that is converted from the trans-
formation matrix between the estimated rotation matrix and
the groundtruth rotation matrix. The translational error is
defined as the angle between the estimated translation vec-
tor and the groundtruth translation vector. In the case of
unordered image matching where the the number of total
correct pairs are unknown, the success number instead of
success ratio is adopted.
How to understand the robustness and accuracy of
matchers from SP curves? Robustness implies how likely
a matcher performs well on a pair of images, so it can be
measured by the success ratio. We use the success ratio
under the threshold of 15 degrees, defined as Robustness
Score (RS), for representing the robustness of algorithms.
On the other hand, we presume a matching is accurate when
its pose error is below a restrict threshold (5 degrees). We
use the ratio of the success number under 5 degrees to that
under 15 degrees, called Accuracy Score (AS), for illus-
trating the accuracy of matchers. This implies how likely
a matcher performs an accurate matching on successfully
matched pairs.
Averaged number of verified correspondences / Pose er-
ror thresholds (AP). AP curves show the mean number of
verified correspondences with pose error thresholds. Like
SP curves, we use the camera pose to judge the correctness
of matching. The sufficiency is presented by the mean num-
ber of verified correspondences, which is averaged over all
correctly matched pairs given a threshold. We name the
number under 5 degrees as Sufficiency Score (SS) and use
it to quantify the sufficiency of matching. Noted that veri-
fied correspondences instead of initial correspondences are
counted because the latter is not reliable for applications.
Here, verified correspondences refer to the correspondences
that pass the geometry verification.
Consumption time. Image matching proceeds by two
steps: feature detection and feature matching. The combi-
nation strategy of them is problem-dependent. For example,
we perform matching after extracting features from all im-
ages in Structure-from-Motion systems, while we can run
them in parallel when matching video frames. Therefore,
we report the consumption time of two parts separately.
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Table 1. The description of image sequences.
Video Frames
Sequences Images Pairs Properties
01-office 2583 2310 indoor scene, non-planar, VGA resolution, strong-texture.
02-teddy 2405 2234 object, non-planar, VGA resolution, strong-texture.
03-large-cabinet 1006 938 object, non-planar, VGA resolution, low-texture.
04-kitti 4542 3632 outdoor scene, street view, (376× 1241) resolution.
Unordered Images
05-castle 30 435 urban, repeated structures, high-resolution (3072× 2048), wide-baseline.
06-office-wide 173 14878 sampled from sequence 01, wide-baseline.
07-teddy-wide 161 12880 sampled from sequence 02, wide-baseline.
08-large-cabinet-wide 68 2278 sampled from sequence 03, wide-baseline.
4. Dataset
As mentioned in introduction, the dataset has two por-
tions, video frames portion and unordered images portion,
for evaluation on different tasks. Each portion contains
four image sequences with different attributes illustrated in
Tab 1. The screen shot of sequences is shown in Fig 2.
4.1. Video frames
Data description. In this portion, images are col-
lected from TUM [45] dataset and KITTI [16] benchmark.
The former captures indoor scenes with VGA resolution
(480 × 640) while the latter captures outdoor scenes with
a higher resolution of (376 × 1241). Both datasets pro-
vide groundtruth camera poses for evaluation. Here, we
select three sequences from TUM dataset, including 01-
office, 02-teddy, and 03-large-cabinet. They capture an of-
fice desk, a non-planar object, and a low-texture object, re-
spectively. The fourth sequence (04-kitti) is selected from
KITTI benchmark, in which images are taken from a for-
ward moving car.
Constructing image pairs. We divide a video sequence
01-office(06) 02-teddy(07) 03-large-cabinet(08) 05-castle
04-kitti
Figure 2. The screenshot of images sequences. Sequences 01-
03 (06-08), 04, 05 are collected from TUM [45] SLAM dataset,
KITTI [16] benchmark, and Strecha [44] SfM dataset, respec-
tively.
into m non-overlapping fragments, and each fragment con-
tains k frames. The first image of each fragment is set to
be the reference image, which is matched to next k − 1
frames. Here, k is 15 for TUM sequences and 5 for KITTI
sequences, since the images in two datasets are captured at
30 fps and 10 fps, respectively. This results in n−m image
pairs in each sequence, where n is the number of images in
the sequence.
4.2. Unordered images
Data description. The first sequence (05-castle) in this
portion is selected from Strecha [44] dataset, in which im-
ages are of a high resolution (3072 × 2048) and capture an
urban building scene with repetitive structures. Due to the
fact that most Structure-from-Motion datasets consist of in-
ternet images and thus cannot provide precise groundtruth
camera poses for evaluation, we construct unordered images
by sub-sampling images in video sequences and discarding
their orders. Specifically, we sub-sample three TUM se-
quences in video frames portion, where the first image of
every fragment (15 frames) is selected in each sequence.
This results in three unordered image sequences (06-office-
wide, 07-teddy-wide, and 08-large-cabinet-wide).
Constructing image pairs. Every image is matched to
next images in a sequence, bringing about n ∗ (n − 1)/2
pairs, where n is the number of images in the sequence.
Noted that many image pairs in this portion view different
scenes and thus should not be matched actually, but they
would not influence the evaluation. The rational is that
the ground truth is so critical that false pairs can barely be
matched and estimated ”correctly”.
5. Experiments
5.1. Evaluation setup
We evaluate 12 feature matchers which are combined
with six local features and two correspondence selection
methods. Features include SIFT [27], SURF [7], KAZE [2],
ORB [41], AKAZE [3], and BRISK [23]. Selection ap-
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(a) Video matching results on sequences 01-03 (TUM)
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(b) Video matching results on sequence 04 (KITTI)
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(c) Unordered image matching results on sequence 05 (Strecha)
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(d) Unordered image matching results on sequences 06-08 (TUM)
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Figure 3. Experimental results. X means the angle threshold in degrees which is used to judge the correctness of a matching. SP curves show
the success ratio or success number with thresholds. AP curves illustrate the mean number of verified correspondences with thresholds.
Features are labeled by various colors, and correspondence selection approaches are marked by different line types.
proaches contain the baseline method RATIO and the state-
of-the-art algorithm GMS [9], where the ratio threshold is
0.8 and GMS uses the default parameters. To build corre-
spondences, we adopt FLANN [35] for non-binary SIFT,
SURF, and KAZE features and Brute-Force matching with
hamming distance for binary ORB, AKAZE, and BRISK
features.
The five-points method [37] and the robust RANSAC
framework [11] are employed to estimate geometry and re-
move outliers. All algorithms are implemented by using
OpenCV functions with their default thresholds, including
feature extraction, nearest-neighbor matching, and pose es-
timation. Note a parameter in ORB feature, numbers, which
limits the maximum number of interest points detected. We
set it to be a tremendous value (100, 000) to remove this
limitation for a fair comparison.
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Table 2. The score of robustness, accuracy, and sufficiency exported from results on rotation cases. Best viewed in colors.
Matchers Fig 3(a) Fig 3(b) Fig 3(c) Fig 3(d)RS AS SS RS AS SS RS AS SS RS AS SS
SIFT-RATIO 0.970 0.977 182 1 1 580 193 0.912 1261 4050 0.808 144
SIFT-GMS 0.746 0.946 170 0.998 0.999 466 178 0.910 1023 1446 0.741 145
SURF-RATIO 0.991 0.981 339 1 0.999 723 190 0.9 3433 3615 0.777 229
SURF-GMS 0.970 0.962 383 1 1 795 201 0.950 3094 2143 0.747 267
ORB-RATIO 0.962 0.955 621 0.999 0.999 1770 181 0.845 2903 3924 0.756 348
ORB-GMS 0.978 0.953 988 0.999 1 3083 191 0.911 3689 3535 0.694 788
AKAZE-RATIO 0.888 0.962 280 0.996 1 533 180 0.889 1327 3668 0.773 153
AKAZE-GMS 0.916 0.946 289 0.997 0.999 648 168 0.887 1713 2515 0.728 238
BRISK-RATIO 0.921 0.936 214 0.999 1 821 173 0.861 917 3494 0.772 134
BRISK-GMS 0.915 0.910 268 1 1 1157 152 0.842 893 2191 0.683 251
KAZE-RATIO 0.981 0.978 306 1 1 675 190 0.874 1449 4529 0.787 182
KAZE-GMS 0.972 0.955 313 0.999 0.999 762 178 0.910 1661 3010 0.736 247
5.2. Experimental results
The results are shown in Fig 3, with the first two sub-
figures (a, b) showing video matching results and the last
two sub-figures (c, d) showing unordered matching results.
Since sequences (01-03) comprise the same format images,
we display their results integrally in Fig 3(a). Similarly, re-
sults on sequences (01-03) are illustrated in Fig 3(d). Also,
one can display them separately for investigating the match-
ing performance in different indoor scenes. We show SP
and AP curves in the figure, where features are labeled by
different colors, and selection approaches are marked by
different line types.
On the other hand, even though SP and AP curves show
lossless evaluation results and one can get a sense of the per-
formance of matchers from them, we note that such type of
illustration is not clear enough for a careful comparison. To
this end, we export Robustness Score (RS), Accuracy Score
(AS), and Sufficiency Score (SS) from curves and list them
in Tab 2, which is described in the metric section. Due to
the page limits, we only show scores exported from rotation
curves for making the analysis, and interested readers can
also analyze translation curves in a similar manner.
We test the speed of methods on the same CPU (i7-
4930K) with 16GB memory and report results in Tab 3.
Local features are compared with respect to the number of
interest points detected and the time consumption of feature
extraction. Best viewed in colors. The matching methods
are compared in terms of running time, and the best one is
labeled by bold.
5.3. Application level analysis
Based on experimental results, we analyze feature
matchers concerning different application requirements,
matching types, and data diversity. Then we shed light on
how to choose appropriate methods in various applications.
Application requirements To simplify the analysis, our
discussion builds on results of rotation curves as mentioned
above. The robustness, accuracy, and sufficiency of match-
ers are expressed in Fig 3 and Tab 2, where one can get a
overall sense of the performance of matchers from the for-
mer and see the quantified comparison from the latter. The
efficiency of matching and the number of interest points de-
tected can be referenced to Tab 3.
Robustness. Respecting matching robustness, SURF-
RATIO, SURF-GMS, and KAZE-RATIO achieve the best
performance in Fig 3(a,c,d), respectively. In Fig 3(b), all
matchers show very high performances and five matchers
(SIFT-RATIO, SURF-RATIO, SURF-GMS, BRISK-GMS,
and KAZE-RATIO) are state-of-the-art. We find that non-
binary features (SIFT, SURF, KAZE) outperform binary
features (ORB, BRISK, AKAZE) regarding the ability of
enabling robust matching, confirming the results reported
by previous works [30, 6] which evaluate the performance
of local descriptors. On the other hand, we find that the per-
formance of GMS is sensible to feature numbers. In spe-
cific, it beats RATIO when number of interest points de-
tected is large while is beaten by the latter otherwise. For
example, GMS outperforms RATIO on SURF and ORB
features in Fig 3(c) where both features find a high num-
ber of interest points (see results on sequence 05 in Tab 3).
This echoes the description in [9] which discusses the rela-
tion between feature numbers and the performance of GMS.
Therefore, we suggest that the choice of matching methods
depends on the number of interest points detected.
Accuracy. Regarding matching accuracy, SURF-RATIO,
SURF-GMS, and SIFT-RATIO achieve the best perfor-
mance in Fig 3(a,c,d) respectively. In addition, all match-
ers show high performances in Fig 3(b), where state-of-
the-art matchers include SIFT-RATIO, SURF-GMS, ORB-
GMS, AKAZE-RATIO, BRISK-RATIO, BRISK-GMS, and
KAZE-RATIO. We find that a matcher’s accuracy and ro-
bustness are directly related based on the comparison. The
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Table 3. The time consumption of algorithms, tested in CPU (i7-4930K) with 16GB memory. Best viewed in colors or fonts.
Sequences Features
Results
Feature Numbers Extraction Time (ms) NN+RATIO+RANSAC (ms) NN+GMS+RANSAC (ms)
01-03
SIFT 1196.66 147.25 41.07 40.57
SURF 1410.23 90.86 51.15 53.81
ORB 3927.09 30.69 102.46 112.88
06-08
AKAZE 952.07 125.89 18.34 23.17
BRISK 1314.57 22.24 15.42 20.90
KAZE 1130.88 186.48 24.30 25.16
04
SIFT 2717.55 142.26 58.43 58.23
SURF 2922.41 94.34 64.99 61.47
ORB 10645.30 46.46 303.35 333.75
AKAZE 1964.16 118.82 26.53 35.23
BRISK 3787.43 61.29 54.65 64.18
KAZE 2303.47 260.85 47.07 52.86
05
SIFT 8555.45 1582.86 277.17 195.97
SURF 23631.80 1302.59 647.83 477.72
ORB 29792.90 182.62 2330.34 2250.56
AKAZE 9920.55 668.57 461.79 448.07
BRISK 7720.12 159.87 427.55 285.94
KAZE 8613.15 3680.88 364.56 375.489
conclusion that non-binary features (SIFT, SURF, KAZE)
beat binary features (BRISK, ORB, AKAZE) is also appli-
cable in terms of matching accuracy. Also, the accuracy of
GMS depends on the number of interest points detected.
Sufficiency. Over all results in Fig 3, ORB-GMS matcher
outperforms others by a large margin consistently with re-
spect to sufficiency. Besides, SURF-RATIO and SURF-
GMS get high performances in Fig 3(c). The sufficiency
is associated with the number of interest points detected.
From the table 3, one can find that ORB features always dis-
cover much more interest points than other features. SURF
features also can detect high quantity points while only from
high-resolution images provided by Strecha [44] datasets.
On the other hand, GMS outperforms RATIO on most fea-
tures regarding the sufficiency. This is because that GMS
can retrieve correspondence at a high recall by using the
motion smoothness constraint, while many correct corre-
spondences cannot be discovered by RATIO because of the
lack of distinctiveness. Moreover, we find that the suf-
ficiency of GMS still depends on the quantity of interest
points. For example, the performance gap between GMS
and RATIO is much wider on ORB features than other fea-
tures due to the fact that ORB features can discover more
interest points with respect to other features.
Efficiency. Tab 3 shows that ORB and BRISK are fastest
features, SURF is slower than them but faster than others
significantly, KAZE is always the most expensive feature.
On the other hand, GMS has competitive speed with RATIO
and is even faster than it in many cases where the number of
interest points is large. The rational is that GMS only needs
to find one neighbor for each point while RATIO has to find
two neighbors. This gap would be wide when matching a
large number of features. Therefore, we can conclude that
the robustness, accuracy, sufficiency, and efficiency of GMS
all depend on the number of interest points detected.
Matching types We find that the matching performance
decreases from video matching to unordered image match-
ing. Seeing the results shown in Fig 3(a) and Fig 3(d), the
performance of matchers in the former is higher than that
in the latter, where two experiments exploit the same im-
ages but perform different-type matching tasks. Noted that
the accuracy and sufficiency in these two sub-figures can be
compared directly while the robustness cannot. Instead, we
compare the robustness gap between matchers in two ex-
periments. One can find that the gap in Fig 3(a) is much
more narrow than that in Fig 3(d). This implies that the un-
ordered image matching is more difficult than video match-
ing, confirming the challenge of wide-baseline matching
with respect to short-baseline matching. On the other hand,
the performance gap between matchers provides us an im-
portant cue for selecting appropriate methods in different
tasks. In specific, one can adopt fast matchers for the per-
formance/efficiency trade-off in video matching problems
because the performance gap between matchers is narrow
(see Tab 2). However, powerful matchers are expected to
be employed for unordered image matching as the match-
ing is challenging in this scenario.
Data diversity Data diversity involves differences in the
context and resolution of images. We only analyze the lat-
ter due to the page limit. The size of images is small (480)
in Fig 3(a, d), greater (376 × 1241) in Fig 3(b), and large
(3072 × 2048) in Fig 3(d). Over all experiments, we find
that matchers perform better on higher-resolution images. It
can be seen, for example, by comparing results in Fig 3(c)
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with that in Fig 3(d) and results in Fig 3(b) with that in
Fig 3(a), where in each group the former is better than the
latter. The is because that local features can discover more
interest points and find more accurate locations for them
in higher-resolution images. On the other hand, one can
find that the performance of features (the number of inter-
est points detected and extraction time) varies from one se-
quence to another shown in Tab 3. Therefore, we should
perform an evaluation for local features before designing a
practical matching system in specific tasks.
High-level applications According to the results and
analysis, we give some suggestions for researchers about
how to choosing matching algorithms in specific applica-
tions. Image matching applications are either associated
with similarity measurement, geometry estimation, or data
association, as introduced in the function of image match-
ing. The relation between our proposed requirements and
matching applications is as follow: First, the efficiency of
matching is critical for most applications as they usually
are expected to perform at real-time speed or process large
databases. Second, the robustness and sufficiency of match-
ing influence the robustness of geometry-based application,
and the accuracy of matching impacts the precision of entire
systems. Third, the robustness and sufficiency of matching
are essential for similarity-based applications.
Visual SLAM. We should consider all proposed require-
ments for matching in a SLAM system because it needs to
perform image-based localization, tracking, mapping, loop
closing, and re-localization at real time speed. To this end,
we suggest employing ORB features for the entire system
and GMS method for the initialization based on following
considerations: First, the robustness of systems is associ-
ated with the robustness and sufficiency of matching. Ac-
cording to reported results in Fig 3(a, b), the robustness
gap between matchers is not significant in video matching
but the sufficiency gap is wide. For the trade-off between
the robustness and sufficiency of matching, ORB features
outperform others. Second, ORB is one of the fastest fea-
tures. This is vital to design an highly efficient system.
In fact, ORB-SLAM [36] is an excellent example of us-
ing ORB features in SLAM problem. The system achieves
state-of-the-art robustness and accuracy compared with pre-
vious SLAM systems. Moreover, the experimental results
in Fig 3(a, b) show that GMS outperforms RATIO on ORB
features consistently. This encourages us to use GMS in
SLAM systems for the better performance. However, it is
non-trivial to replace matching strategies in a SLAM system
because of the complicated internal relation between differ-
ent components. Instead of replacing all matching methods,
we suggest using GMS only for the initialization because it
is independent of other modules.
Structure-from-Motion. Structure-from-Motion focuses
on reconstituting 3D scene structures from unordered image
collections. We suggest applying non-binary features such
as SIFT, SURF, and KAZE in this problem for the robust-
ness and accuracy of systems. In addition, as the sufficiency
of correspondences influences the completeness of recon-
struction, we suggest detecting more interest points from
images for the better performance. The widespread method,
for example, is to simulate images and extract features from
the resultant images, like ASIFT [34]. Actually, CODE [25]
is an example of enabling high-quality reconstruction by us-
ing ASIFT features. As the mentioned system is powerful
but slow, we suggest using GMS as an alternative approach
for matching features. However, using such dense features
would be extremely slow when performing a large-scale re-
construction. In this scenario, choosing sparse features with
RATIO is an appropriate solution.
Image Stitching. The accuracy of matching is vital while
the efficiency is not so critical in the stitching problem be-
cause only several image pairs need to be matched. We
suggest using non-binary features (KAZE, SIFT, or SURF)
with RATIO for the accuracy of matching. Similarly, the
performance can be improved by detecting much more
points and applying GMS as described in Structure-from-
Motion problem if we do not care the speed.
Similarity related problems. The efficiency and suffi-
ciency of matching are of great importance in similarity-
based problems. We suggest using ORB features due to its
excellent trade-off between sufficiency and efficiency. Usu-
ally, Bag-of-Words [12] or other fast matching techniques
are used to query similar images in this area. They are ef-
ficient but not accurate. Therefore, we can suggest that we
can perform re-ranking on a small set of retrieved images
by using GMS as it usually outperforms RATIO on ORB
features.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an application-oriented bench-
mark with novel evaluation metrics and a large-scale dataset
for evaluating image matching algorithms. The metrics en-
able the careful evaluation of matchers in terms of match-
ing robustness, accuracy, sufficiency, and efficiency. The
proposed dataset provides real-world image sequences with
different attributes and supports evaluation for both video
matching and unordered image matching. We carry out
an extensive evaluation of 12 state-of-the-art matchers on
the benchmark and conduct an application-level analysis.
The in-depth analysis discusses matchers concerning vari-
ous aspects and also sheds light on how to choose proper
approaches in different applications. This provides practi-
tioners with practical guidelines of using image matching
techniques in their specific applications and also advocates
potential future research directions in this field. Finally, we
will release evaluation codes and experimental data once the
paper is accepted.
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